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Abstract
There are situations in which lexicon-based methods for Sentiment Analysis (SA) are not able
to generate a classification output for specific instances of a given dataset. Most often, the
reason for this situation is the absence of specific terms in the sentiment lexicon required in the
classification effort. In such cases, there were only two possible paths to follow: (1) add terms
to the lexicon (off-line process) by human intervention to guarantee no noise is introduced into
the lexicon, which prevents the classification system to provide an immediate answer; or (2) use
the services of a word-frequency dictionary (on-line process), which is computationally costly to
build. This paper investigates an alternative approach to compensate for the lack of ability of
a lexicon-based method to produce a classification output. The method is based on the combination of the classification outputs of non lexicon-based tools. Specifically, firstly the outcome
values of applying two or more non-lexicon classification methods are obtained. Secondly, these
non-lexicon outcomes are fused using a uninorm based approach, which has been proved to
have desirable compensation properties as required in the SA context, to generate the classification output the lexicon based approach is unable to achieve. Experimental results based on
the execution of two well-known supervised machine learning algorithms, namely Naı̈ve Bayes
and Maximum Entropy, and the application of a cross-ratio uninorm operator are presented.
Performance indices associated to options (1) and (2) above are compared against the results
obtained using the proposed approach for two different datasets. Additionally, the performance
of the proposed cross-ratio uninorm operator based approach is also compared when the aggregation operator used is the arithmetic mean instead. It is shown that the combination of non
lexicon-based classification methods with specific uninorm operators improves the classification
performance of lexicon-based methods, and it enables the offering of an alternative solution to
the SA classification problem when needed. The proposed aggregation method could be used
as well as a replacement of ensemble averaging techniques commonly applied when combining
the results of several machine learning classifiers’ outputs.
Keywords: Cross-ratio Uninorms, Semantic Orientation Aggregation, Hybrid Sentiment
Analysis, Supervised Machine Learning, Naı̈ve Bayes, Maximum Entropy
1. Introduction
Nowadays, understanding the opinions being conveyed by a variety of sources is an important
task. The rates of volume and speed at which these waves of information are delivered to us
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are constantly growing and therefore the need for automated processing and extraction of
sentiments and opinions becomes indispensable.
The most commonly used methodology to address the Sentiment Analysis (SA) problem is
Supervised Machine Learning, like Naı̈ve Bayes (NB) and Maximum Entropy (ME) techniques.
In some situations more than one machine learning method can be utilised in a classification
effort and a good mechanism is required to produce a final classification value that is representative of the estimation outcome of every method once they are executed independently. How
to aggregate the outputs produced is not a trivial question to answer. An initial and simple
approach would be to attempt to obtain an arithmetic mean as it provides a basic measure
of central tendency. However, the disadvantages of an arithmetic mean are well known; such
as its sensitivity to extreme values and the fact that the operator is effective only when all
values being aggregated are equally important; but what if the values being utilised require a
smarter aggregation? Consider, for instance, the case when two values are close to each other
but a third one is far away from the other two. In this article we will present an aggregation
mechanism that we believe will provide good results, as demonstrated below. Before we get to
the discussion of the material, let us refresh some concepts that would help to provide some
context related to SA.
Let us remember the definition of an opinion -or sentiment- as stated by Bing Liu [15]: “In
an opinion we find the following items: Opinion targets (entities and their features/aspects),
Sentiments (positive or negative), Opinion holders (persons who hold the opinions) and Time
(when opinions are expressed). Opinions then can be: (a) Direct opinions, (b) Indirect opinions,
or Comparative Opinions. A regular opinion is defined as a quintuple (ej , ajk , soijkl , hi , tl ) where
ej is a target entity, ajk is an aspect/feature of the entity ej , soijkl is the sentiment value of
the opinion from the opinion holder hi on feature ajk of entity ej at time tl ”. Usually, the
so-called semantic orientation (SOijkl ) is discriminated between positive, negative or neutral.
Let us think of using a number of SA classification methods and the need to combine together
their outputs.
As our proposed approach in this paper was initially created to improve the results of a
lexicon-based method that we introduced in [2], we will also refresh some of the fundamental
ideas about it in this paragraph. Usually, lexicon-based methods are supported by a lexicon
containing terms or words capable of conveying sentiments/opinions, most often terms belonging in the part-of-speech categories of adjectives, adverbs, verbs and nouns. Then, when a
given document or sentence is analysed, the polarity values of the words/terms present in the
text are utilised to calculate the associated semantic orientation, usually positive or negative,
and in some cases, neutral. However, one of the challenges of lexicon-based methods is producing a classification outcome when the opinion lexicon utilised did not contained at least one
sentiment-conveying word of those present in the sentence being processed. To address those
cases when lexicon-based methods cannot issue a classification value, this paper proposes the
introduction of an additional step using a uninorm based mechanism to combine the outputs
of a number of supervised machine learning methods, which are capable of always producing
a classification outcome, leading to an enhanced lexicon-based classification with aggregation
method. Basically, in this paper we will discuss two main topics: (a) the presentation of a
uninorm based aggregation method that could be used to bring together in a compensating
fashion the results of several classification algorithms, and (b) an evaluation of the results obtained by applying the method discussed in (a) to the SA problem at the sentence level with
the specific type of cross-ratio uninorm agregation operator; mainly, as an improvement to the
results presented in [2], where elaborated details can be consulted. A summarised survey on SA
can be found in [1]; a complete review of the evolution of the SA field in [18] while an account
of recent advances in SA techniques can be found in [8].
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 addresses the motivation for
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introducing uninorm operators as potential aids to obtain, under special conditions, a more
encompassing solution to the SA problem, whilst briefly addressing some fundamental aspects
of aggregation. The definition and main properties of uninorm operators are discussed too.
The specific type of cross-ratio uninorm operator used in our experiments is briefly discussed
in Section 3. Section 4 presents the uninorm based method and the framework to show how to
utilise it to provide a semantically sound aggregation of the outputs of two or more classification
methods. The results obtained by applying the method to aggregate two well-known supervised
machine learning algorithms (NB and ME) are presented, analysed and discussed in Section 5.
Finally, Section 6 closes the paper with a discussion of the conclusions and the presentation of
possible further work that could be addressed in the near future.
2. Preliminaries & Motivation
2.1. Preliminaries
The study of effective mechanisms for aggregation has been a central part of research in
the fields of fuzzy systems and soft-computing [3, 6, 12, 20]. In [20], Rudas, Fodor & Pap
mention that “the theory of fuzzy sets today uses a well developed parts of mathematics such
as aggregation operations, a generalized theory of relations, generalized measure theory, etc.”.
Fuzzy sets methods play a key role in many fields, of particular interest for us, in the areas of
data fusion, decision-making and group decision-making. In the latter, the clear intention is to
combine in a meaningful way the opinion of a number of individuals or methods.
A number of authors have performed in-depth explorations of the utilisation of aggregation
functions. A very complete presentation of aggregation and aggregative uninorms can be found
in the work of Yager and Rybalov [28] and Rudas and Fodor [19]. In [21] Rudas, Pap & Fodor
show how key information fusion is in many complex areas like decision making, utility theory,
fuzzy inference systems, robotics and vision. The authors cover aggregation functions and their
fundamental properties, with four main classes of aggregation functions being identified. In [13],
Jočić and Štajner-Papuga focus on pairs of binary aggregation operators on the unit interval
that verify the distributivity law, which is important in the utility theory. More recently,
Wu et al. [26, 27] present an interesting discussion on the use of aggregation methods for
group decision-making in the specific context of social networks. The authors investigate a
uninorm based approach to propagate trust through a network. In [29] the authors propose a
new method to apply in group decision-making context with incomplete reciprocal preference
relations. The method performs a multiplicative consistency analysis of the opinions of each
expert, and provides an aggregation.
In [23–25], the mathematical modelling of the multiplicative transitivity property originally
introduced by Tanino for reciprocal fuzzy preference relations is investigated and derived for
the case of intuitionistic reciprocal preference relations. They use as a starting point Zadeh’s
extension principle and the horizontal representation theorem of fuzzy sets based on the concept of alpha level set. Their findings assist the authors in the building of a novel consistency
based induced ordered weighted averaging operator. According to these researchers, the aforementioned operator is capable of associating a higher contribution in the aggregated value to
the more consistent information. In [22], Ureña et al. present an approach to decision-making
based on intuitionistic preference relations, which provide a simple but flexible representation
structure of experts’ preference on a set of alternative options, “while at the same time allowing
to accommodate degrees of hesitation inherent to all decision making processes.” [22]. In addition, the authors introduce the concept of expert’s confidence which is based on the hesitancy
degree of the reciprocal intuitionistic fuzzy preference relations. Then, they provide a group
decision-making procedure, “based on a new aggregation operator that takes into account not
only the experts’ consistency but also their confidence degree towards the opinion provided.”.
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Meng and Chen address a new method to deal with group decision making with incomplete
fuzzy preference information in [16] based on the application of an induced hybrid weighted
aggregation operator. A particular feature of this aggregation operator is that “the group consistency is no smaller than the highest individual inconsistency, and the group consensus is no
smaller than the smallest consensus between the individual fuzzy preference relations.” [16].
In a paper still in preparation but available in draft format on-line [9], Le Capitainé and
Frélicot share their views on the reinforcement of uninorms and absorbing norms. They propose
a n-ary extension of absorbing norms, defined with the support of generative functions, and
its relationship with additive generating functions of uninorms. In addition, in this article
the authors introduce what they consider to be a new aggregation operators (k-uninorms and
k-absorbing norms). These operators are a generalization of usual uninorms and absorbing
norms for which a set combination of inputs is introduced. Le Capitainé and Frélicot argue
that their main ability is to provide reinforcement for contradictory inputs (as nullnorms and
as opposed to uninorms). However, according to these researchers these operators still provides
full reinforcement for agreeing inputs, as uninorms and as opposed to nullnorms.
2.2. Motivation
It is not uncommon for lexicon-based sentiment analysis methods to be compromised when
processing sentences containing terms/words that are not in the lexicon. In situations like this
there are some palliatives that could be applied, some of which are described in Appel et al. [2],
like the use of a previously-generated word dictionary or vocabulary that could assist in finding
an alternative solution. In general, the most common options available when a lexicon-based
method cannot deliver an answer are:
• Addition of the missing word(s) into the lexicon, as suggested in [2]. This option is a valid
one, provided that there is no noise introduced into the lexicon. In order to guarantee
the latter, human intervention may be required, which would prevent the classification
system to provide an immediate answer.
• Utilise a word-frequency dictionary, as mentioned before. This, however, may not always
produce a good answer and additionally, it is typically expensive from the computational
standpoint.
• Introduce a method that is not lexicon-dependent, like a machine learning algorithm as
the one used by Poria et al. in [17] or another option like Naı̈ve Bayes or Support Vector
Machine.
• Select a proper aggregation technique that could smartly fusion the classification outputs
of two or more algorithms that are not lexicon-dependent.
In this article we have chosen to propose the latter option among those presented above
for reasons that will become evident as we progress with the presentation of the material in
this article. It is important to notice, though, that the proposed technique has a significance
on its own as a valid aggregation mechanism that could be utilised in many contexts. However, in this paper we have centred its use around improving the performance of an existing
classification method, as introduced and proposed in [2]. Indeed, it is proposed in this study
to aggregate the outcomes of two supervised machine learning techniques, namely Naı̈ve Bayes
(NB) and Maximum Entropy (ME), utilising a cross-ratio uninorm U (x, y), in order to reuse
the experimental results included in the work of Appel et al. [2] for comparative analysis.
We will continue expanding on this topic in Section 4, but first we will address the definition and characteristics of uninorms (Section 2.3) and the particular type of cross-ratio uninorm
(Section 3) implemented in the here-proposed lexicon-based classification method with aggregation for Sentiment Analysis (SA).
4

2.3. Uninorm Operator
Aggregation operators are usually classified into one of the following three categories:
(i) Conjunctive operators like the family of t-norm operators, which has the minimum
operator as its largest element. These operators behave like a logical “and”
(ii) Disjunctive operators like the family of t-conorm operators. These operators are the
“dual” of conjunctive operators, and they behave like a logical “or”. The maximum
operator is the smallest of all t-norms operators.
(iii) Compensative operators are located between the minimum and the maximum operators, and consequently are neither conjunctive nor disjunctive. These type of operators
are known as “averaging operator” and they are widely used in multi-criteria decision
making problems. The arithmetic mean, the weighted mean and the ordered weighted
averaging (OWA) operators are representative examples of this class.
It is worth mention the family of uninorm operators [28] as it does not belong fully to any of
the three classes described above. Indeed, a uninorm operator, U , is defined as a is a mapping
U : [0, 1]2 −→ [0, 1] satisfying the properties:
1. Commutativity: U (x, y) = U (y, x)
2. Monotonicity: U (x1 , y1 ) ≥ U (x2 , y2 ) if x1 ≥ x2 and y1 ≥ y2
3. Associativity: U (x, U (y, z)) = U (U (x, y), z)
4. Identity element: ∃ e ∈ [0, 1] : ∀ x ∈ [0, 1], U (x, e) = x
Uninorm, t-norm and t-conorm operators share the commutativity, associativity and monotonicity properties. However, the set of uninorm operators has both the set of t-norm operators
and the set of t-conorm operators as its subsets. Indeed, a uninorm operator with “e = 1”
becomes a t-norm operator; while a uninorm operator with “e = 0” becomes a t-conorm operator. In general, a uninorm operator with identity element e ∈]0, 1[ behaves like (i) a t-norm
operator when all aggregated values are below e; (ii) a t-conorm operator when all aggregated
values are above e; (iii) a compensative operator otherwise.
Notice that the semantic orientation discrimination between positive, negative or neutral is in
accordance with the behaviour of uninorm operators. Thus, based on the above, we suggest that
when a lexicon-based method, like the so-called HSC/HAC technique introduced in [2], is unable
to derive the polarity of a sentence then an alternative approach could consist of implementing
a uninorm operator to aggregate the polarity classification outputs, {x1 , x2 , . . . , xn }, of nonlexicon dependent classification methods, {m1 , m2 , . . . , mn }, respectively. Thus, the resulting
aggregation would be defined by U (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) = Λ, where Λ ∈ [0, 1] and U is an appropriate
uninorm operator. In the following section, we present the class of cross-ratio uninorm operators
implemented in this article.
3. Cross-ratio Aggregative Uninorm Operators
Neither t-norm operator nor t-conorm operators allow “low” values to be compensated by
“high” values or viceversa. However, as explained above “uninorm operators may allow values
separated by their identity element to be aggregated in a compensating way” [11].
Yager and Rybalov [28] provided the following representation of uninorms in terms of a
strictly increasing continuous function of a single variable φ : [0, 1] −→ [−∞, ∞] (generator
function):
U (x, y) = φ−1 [φ(x) + φ(y)] ∀x, y ∈ [0, 1]2 \{(0, 1), (1, 0)}.
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such that φ(0) = −∞, φ(1) = +∞. Chiclana et al. in [10] proved that the and-like representable
x
[14], known as the cross-ratio uninorm,
uninorm operator with e = 0.5 and φ(x) = ln 1−x
(
0,
(x, y) ∈ {(0, 1), (1, 0)}
xy
U (x, y) =
(1)
, Otherwise.
xy + (1 − x)(1 − y)
is the solution to the functional equation modelling the concept of cardinal consistency of
reciprocal preference relations. The cross-ratio uninorm operator has also been utilised in the
influential PROSPECTOR expert system [4]. Fodor [11] extended the cross-ratio uninorm with
the identity element e = 0.5, so the identity element e can take on any value in ]0, 1[:

(x, y) ∈ {(0, 1), (1, 0)}
 0,
(1
−
e)xy
U (x, y) =
(2)
, Otherwise.

(1 − e)xy + e(1 − x)(1 − y)
Expression (2) presents the cross-ratio uninorm as an aggregation operator of two arguments.
However, associativity property allows uninorm operators to fuse n (> 2) arguments:

if ∃ i, j : (xi , xj ) ∈ {(0, 1), (1, 0)}
 0,
Q
(1 − e)n−1 ni=1 xi
U (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) =
Q
Q
, Otherwise.

(1 − e)n−1 ni=1 xi + en−1 ni=1 (1 − xi )
(3)
Values in the interval [−1, 1] could be used as well. Indeed, if we were interested in having
semantic orientation values in [−1, 1], then according to [19], there is the possibility of using
the modified combining function C : [−1, 1]2 → [−1, 1] proposed by van Melle [5]:

x + y(1 − x)
, if min(x, y) ≥ 0


x
+
y(1
+
x)
,
if max(x, y) ≤ 0.
C(x, y) =
(4)
x
+
y


,Otherwise.
(1 − min(|x|, |y|)
Notice that C is not defined in the points (−1, 1) and (1, −1). However, as per Rudas
and Fodor [19], rescaling function C to a binary operator on [0, 1], it is possible to obtain a
representable uninorm with identity element 0.5 and “as underlying t-norm and t-conorm the
product and the probabilistic sum.” [19]. This result allows therefore to provide the following
definition of C in (−1, 1) and (1, −1): C(−1, 1) = C(1, −1) = −1. In this article we will not
be using equation (4), but the latter has been introduced in this article in an effort to show
the generalisation in the method being proposed in this paper if semantic orientation values in
[−1, 1] were to be used.
4. Cross-ratio uninorm based SA lexicon-based methods
In this section we present how a uninorm aggregation process could be used to enhance or
complement an existing lexicon-based classification method in the context of SA.
4.1. Computing Semantic Orientation (SR)
Let us assume that a given SA lexicon-based method is not capable of producing a classification score. In such a situation, we resort to the outputs of two or more supervised machine
learning algorithms, and combine them together using a cross-ratio uninorm as an aggregative operator. This way, existing SA lexicon-based methods could utilise this technique as a
complement strategy when its lexicon is not in a position to contribute to the generation of a
classification outcome.
In order to present the usefulness of this proposed technique, we will put it at play in two
different scenarios:
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1. As a complement to an existing Sentiment Analysis classification method, as the one
presented in Appel et al. [2].
2. As a tool in its own right that produces better results than other averaging algorithms.
In this section we will cover the case (1) above, whilst Section 5 will cover both, items (1) and
(2) above.
The polarity/semantic scores for all outputs of NB and ME methods, as discussed in [2],
belong in the following intervals:
• Negative values are mapped to [0, 0.4999].
• Positive values are mapped to [0.5001, 1].
Now, all scores belong in the unit interval, leaving the value of 0.5000 to represent Objective/Neutral semantic orientation. The value of 0.5000 corresponds with the identity element e
introduced in equations (1) and (2) in Section 3. As a consequence, the new introduced polarity
spectrum maps to two symmetrical half unit-interval ranges and their values are ready to be
aggregated by a cross-ratio uninorm having identity element e = 0.5000.
4.2. The proposed aggregation process
Let us recall that the outputs of NB and ME are numbers that belong in the unit interval,
and the cut off point is given by values that are either greater than or lower than 0.5.
If Output(NB) > 0.5 Then Semantic Orientation is Positive.
If Output(NB) < 0.5 Then Semantic Orientation is Negative.
If Output(ME) > 0.5 Then Semantic Orientation is Positive
If Output(ME) < 0.5 Then Semantic Orientation is Negative.
The above If-Then clauses satisfy our criteria of the identity element being e = 0.5. In the
case that a lexicon-based classification method, as in [2], is occasionally incapable of producing
a classification value as a consequence of some of the limitations of lexicon-based approaches,
then the proposed enhanced alternative option could be put at play, as described below:
1. Collect the outputs of NB (ONB)
2. Collect the outputs of ME (OME)
3. For each sentence, feed both outputs -ONB and OME- to the cross-ratio uninorm presented above in equation (1), which will produce a value (Result) for each sentence
(a) If Result > 0.5 Then Semantic Orientation = P ositive
(b) If Result < 0.5 Then Semantic Orientation = N egative
(c) IIf Result = 0.5 Then Semantic Orientation = N eutral
The enhanced SA lexicon-based classification with aggregation method is graphically depicted in Fig. 1, with the shaded area corresponding to the aggregation of the classification outputs of the NB and ME algorithms as proposed above. Notice that this proposed improvement
ensures that our Hybrid Advanced Classification Method, as described in [2], will get enhanced
as it will always be in a position to produce a classification output and neither off-line addition
of missing word(s) into the lexicon nor a computationally expensive word-frequency dictionary
are needed.
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Figure 1: Cross-ratio Uninorm Aggregation

5. Experimental results
In the method proposed by Appel et al. in [2], when the sentiment lexicon did not contain
the necessary terms/words to produce a classification output when processing a given sentence,
there were only two possible paths to follow: (a) add terms to the lexicon (off-line process), or
(b) use the services of a Word-frequency dictionary (on-line process) that is computationally
costly to build. The latter method has been utilised in our HSC method [2], as a last resort,
when the necessary terms for producing a classification are not present in our sentiment lexicon.
Experimental results are reported in this section regarding the performance of the alternative
path proposed in this paper based on the cross-ratio uninorm operator.
5.1. Datasets utilised
We make use of the Movie Review Dataset provided by Pang and Lee and available at http:
//www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data/ . In addition, we utilise a dataset
containing Twitter data, Sentiment140, which is available at http://help.sentiment140.
com/for-students.
5.2. Results for the application of Cross-ratio Uninorm Aggregation to test datasets
In order to assess the validity of the alternative path based on the cross-ratio uninorm
proposed in this article, experiments were carried out to compare:
1. The cross-ratio uninorm performance as an aggregation tool of the classification outputs
when applying the NB and ME algorithms against the performance achieved using the
arithmetic mean aggregation instead, and the classification performance using exclusively
the services of a word-frequency dictionary (Subsection 5.2.1);
2. The performance of the the cross-ratio uninorm implementation in the HSC lexicon-based
method [2] against the performances of the HSC lexicon-based method with the off-line
8

addition of missing-words to the lexicon and with the Word-frequency dictionary, respectively, when the lexicon cannot respond (Subsection 5.2.2). The performance of the
Cross-ratio uninorm method when embedded in our hybrid method (HSC) as a complement
5.2.1. Cross-ratio uninorm against two other possible techniques
Tables 1 and 2 show comparative results of the cross-ratio uninorm aggregation the classification outputs when applying the NB and ME algorithms against two methods: (a) the
arithmetic mean, and (b) the classification outputs obtained by using the Word-frequency dictionary described in [2]. Experiments have been performed for both the Movie DB dataset
(10, 662 occurrences, the complete set) and the Twitter dataset (15, 000 occurrences).
Alternative Method
Arithmetic Mean
Word-frequency Dictionary
Cross-ratio Uninorm (NB & ME)

Accuracy
0.46
0.58
0.66

Precision
0.52
0.66
0.67

Recall
0.47
0.57
0.64

F1-score
0.49
0.61
0.66

Table 1: Method Vs. Indicators (Movie DB: 10, 662 sentences)

Alternative Method
Arithmetic Mean
Word-frequency Dictionary
Cross-ratio Uninorm (NB & ME)

Accuracy
0.50
0.56
0.75

Precision
0.57
0.69
0.78

Recall
0.43
0.56
0.82

F1-score
0.49
0.62
0.80

Table 2: Method Vs. Indicators (Twitter dataset: 15, 000 sentences)

In this comparison, the cross-ratio uninorm (NB & ME) comes ahead of the other two
algorithms in all four performance indicators. Particularly, the recall indicator (how many of
the true positives sentences were found) displayed by the cross-ratio uninorm is the highest of
all by a significant margin. In the next section, when the sentiment lexicon cannot respond,
the cross-ratio uninorm (NB & ME) technique enhancement to our HSC [2] will be compared
against the HSC lexicon-based method with the off-line addition of missing-words to the lexicon
and with the Word-frequency dictionary, respectively.
5.2.2. Cross-ratio uninorm as an enhancer of our hybrid method
In the hybrid model we presented in [2] we did show that during the first pass of the proposed
hybrid algorithm, there were sentences that could not be classified as the sentiment lexicon did
not count with the required terms/words in order to produce a classification outcome. Two
approaches to circumvent this problem were proposed in [2]: (a) the use of a word-frequency
dictionary that served its purpose but it has a negative aspect in that its creation involves an
algorithm of complexity O(n2 ), where n is the numbers of words in the dataset being utilised;
or (b) incorporate new terms into the dictionary, which could not be done interactively and
required an expert human intervention.
The next step in our experimental phase is to study and analyse the performance of the crossratio uninorm (NB & ME) when embedded in our HSC method [2]. To force the application of
the cross-ratio uninorm, terms were randomly removed from the sentiment lexicon leading to
a number of sentences that could not be classified using the HSC method (1, 337 sentences in
total). Hence, the services of: (1) the Word-frequency Dictionary; (2) the Cross-ratio Uninorm;
and (3) off-line addition of missing terms to the sentiment lexicon, were demanded for those
1, 337 sentences. The obtained results are presented in Table 3 (for Movie Dataset) and Table 4
(for Twitter Dataset).
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Method
(1) Hybrid using Word Dictionary
(2) Hybrid using Cross-ratio Uninorm
(3) Hybrid with word-addition enabled

Accuracy
0.66
0.74
0.76

Precision
0.64
0.71
0.73

Recall
0.77
0.82
0.83

F1-score
0.69
0.76
0.77

Table 3: All Hybrid methods derived from HSC [2] - Movie Dataset

We see that the cross-ratio uninorm approach performs second-best in the group, achieving
results that are very close to those attained by HSC with word-addition enabled (only 2% below
in Accuracy and Precision). In third place we get the Word-frequency Dictionary that is 8%
and 7% worse than the cross-ratio uninorm for Accuracy and Precision, respectively.
We repeated the same experiment using this time the Twitter Dataset, obtaining the results presented in Table 4, which basically confirms the previous results and analysis. We
can say with confidence that the alternative option when the lexicon cannot offer a solution
based on the Cross-ratio Uninorm constitutes an excellent alternative at a very low cost, both
computationally and people-wise.
Method
(1) Hybrid using Word Dictionary
(2) Hybrid using Cross-ratio Uninorm
(3) Hybrid with word-addition enabled

Accuracy
0.77
0.86
0.88

Precision
0.74
0.81
0.84

Recall
0.84
0.93
0.94

F1-score
0.79
0.87
0.89

Table 4: All Hybrid methods derived from HSC [2] - Twitter Dataset

6. Conclusions and further work
Cross-ratio uninorm operators can certainly play a significant role in aggregating the opinions of a number of classification systems in a more balanced way, compensating when required
for specific data traits as discussed in section 2.3, behaving like a conjunctive, disjunctive or
compensatory operator as required.
If we recall our initial motivation, for those cases when a lexicon-based SA method cannot
produce a classification output (there are terms required for the analysis that are absent from
the sentiment lexicon) we could as an alternative option use the services of a Word-frequency
Dictionary or add to the lexicon (off-line) the missing words required to complete the analysis.
However, adding words off-line is expensive because it requires the knowledge of an expert and
it is time consuming, which means that the method cannot produce an answer immediately, i.e.
it prevents its automation. The other alternative method involves the creation of the Wordfrequency Dictionary, which it is also is computationally expensive (O(n2 )) plus time searching
through it). In contrast to these approaches, the alternative cross-ratio uninorm approach is
easy to implement and not computational expensive. In addition, it performs much better
performer than the Word-frequency Dictionary. Although the proposed cross-ration uninorm
approach performs slightly worse than the off-line addition of the missing words to the lexicon,
it has the advantage of being less time consuming and allows to automate the whole SA process.
This situation provides us with options:
1. If one can afford the costs of adding missing terms to the sentiment lexicon and it is
possible to wait for a more precise answer, then HSC as presented in [2] is the best choice.
2. If one is urged to provide an answer immediately, then there is the convenient alternative
of using the cross-ratio uninorm approach presented in this article
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It is a matter of a compromise, between off-line extra time to look for the required words and
getting them in the lexicon, and providing an immediate answer with a potential slight lesser
accuracy.
In order to put things in perspective, let us remember that many commercial software
packages in the realm of machine learning provide the option of utilising the so-called ensemble
averaging methods. Typically, this technique works by combining previously created methods in
order to produce a desired output. Usually the steps are: (i) obtain the outputs of N methods,
(ii) separately, train each model, and (iii) combine the method outputs and average their values.
In some cases, a slightly
P more complex approach is followed, and the ensemble averaging is
performed as ỹ(x; α) = N
j=1 αj yj (x), where each method output is yj , α values represent a set
of weights, and N is the number of methods being considered. This version corresponds to a
weighted sum instead of a mere average. However, as it has been shown in the experimental
results section, the proposed uninorm based method performs better than standard average
functions. As such, we suggest that using a uninorm approach would provide better results.
In addition, if it is true that the proposed technique was introduced as a complement to the
lexicon-based classification method presented in [2], we believe that the cross-ratio uninorm
described in this article could be utilised as well as a more efficient and focused ensemble
method where the semantic of the aggregation represents a symmetric aggregative effect.
In terms of further work, there are two avenues that could be pursued in the short-term:
• In addition to obtaining the aggregation already mentioned among the classification methods, we could incorporate the level of trust that one has on each method {M1 , M2 , . . . Mn },
ensuring that those better established and proven methods carry more weight (as we would
do when pondering the opinions of a number of people, depending on how much we trust
each of them).
• There are multiple uninorm operators available (which stem from the research field of
decision making theory) and some of them are highly flexible depending on the selection
of the appropriate quantifier or function. As such, we would like to explore further additional options that could potentially provide even better results. Especially, around the
possibility of utilising equation 4 in aggregating words polarity scores and sub-sentences
polarity scores in an approach to produce a semantic orientation score without the need
for using polarity labels (Positive/Negative) and using the polarity interval [−1, 1] instead
of [0, 1]. Of course, such changes would require the introduction of modifications to the
existing sentiment lexicons.
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